
It’s up to you to be the artist, add detail as you desire!   
Maybe flowers are multicolor, some leaves, water in the vase, perhaps a bumblebee! 

Instructions: Read all before start! 

Create your own unique artwork! 
Simple  Step-by-Step Instructions

Never have the same outcome!
If you can hold a Crayon, you can do this!

* See reverse for Detailed instructions.

Materials included:  
 Lighthouse ColorShield

Art Paper
Crayons
Paint & Paintbrush
Complete Frame with glass ready to hang

Additional Art Media needed:  
 Water container & Water to clean brush

  LightHouse ColorShield 

  by The Art NannyTM

More 
 Kits  

Available!

1. Place the StripShields around the border of 
your paper, make sure they are flat. 
2. Place Lighthouse ColorShield on your page.
3. Using the Black Crayon, make small round & oval 
shapes under the lighthouse to create rocks.
4. Paint the rocks in shades of black.
5. Draw Clouds in the sky with the White Crayon, you will 
not see them just yet!
6. Using water to bring your paint jar to life, 
paint the Bottom half page as desired to make 
water. You can paint over the decals and the 
Crayon,do not worry! Next, Paint the Sky!
7. Paint the inside of the Lighthouse rectangle, 
this will be your lighthouse door.  
8. Give the paint a moment to DRY!
9. Once DRY, carefully remove the Lighthouse 
ColorShield.
10. Using Crayons, add details to your 
Lighthouse, windows, outline the light, create a 
walk-about, divide the sections etc.
11. Using Paint, add color to the Lighthouse as 
you desire, paint right over the crayon!
12. Carefully remove the boarder StripShields.
13. Don’t forget to sign and date your work!
14. Turn fame to back and open. Take the 
frame apart to assemble the glass in front of 
your artwork. Hang it proudly! 

Step 1 - 3:  Step 4 - 6 :  Step 7-13:  

Comments, Questions ?
Additional Kits Available at 

TheArtNanny .com

What more tips on this particular kit? 
Visit The Art Nanny on YouTube.com 
to see full art instructional sessions!

Adult supervision required 
for children under 5
Choking Hazard, 

due to small parts.


